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HIS HD 4850 IceQ 4 TurboX
£152 inc VAT
Contact
n

hisdigital.com

Read more
n

tinyurl.com/5g9ada

Specification

ATI Radeon HD 4850;
512MB GDDR3 RAM;
685MHz core clock;
1.1GHz memory clock
(2.2GHz DDR effective);
400MHz Ramdac;
256bit memory interface;
800 stream processors;
PCI-E interface;
TV-out; DirectX 10.1;
DVI (HDMI adaptor);
one-year warranty

Features:
Value:
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T

he standard ATI Radeon
HD 4850 was launched ﬁve
months ago, but within weeks
Sapphire had unveiled an improved
version – the Toxic Edition – that
built considerably on the basic
4850 (tinyurl.com/6n5kva). In the
Toxic, the default core clock speed
had been upped from 625MHz to
675MHz, while the memory clock
speed had jumped from 993MHz
(1,986MHz DDR effective), to
1,100MHz (2,200MHz effective).
These increased speeds were
partly the result of Sapphire
replacing the basic cooling system
with a sophisticated Zalman cooler.
Not only did the latter do a better
job of cooling but, importantly, its
quiet operation meant less noise.
The Toxic Edition of the Sapphire
is hard to come by now, but HIS has
released its own take on the original
4850. Using the IceQ designation
(reserved for the ﬁrm’s best versions
of its cards), the HD 4850 improves
on the specs of the Sapphire Toxic.
This card increases the core speed

from 675MHz to 685MHz, while the
cooling system works beautifully
using a mix of heat pipes, enhanced
and isolated heatsinks and a dualslot design that efﬁciently channels
hot air out of the case.
The 4850 is a decent graphics
chip in its own right. Its 800 stream
processors and 256bit memory
interface allow for good framerates,
and ATI’s support for DirectX 10.1
continues to be an improvement
over nVidia’s DirectX 10.0.
On performance, the IceQ is the
fastest version of the 4850 we’ve
seen yet – although the difference
between this and the Sapphire is

never more than 2fps. The 4870
remains about 10 to 15 percent
faster, although that card costs 33
percent more. The HIS, on the other
hand, is just £2 more expensive than
the Sapphire Toxis, and remains an
excellent card for achieving good
framerates without a high price tag.

drops from 993MHz
(1,986MHz) to 900MHz.
As a result, the 4830’s memory
bandwidth of 57.6 gigabits per
second (Gbps) falls short of the
63.6Gbps of the standard ATI 4850.
Compared to an enhanced
version of the 4850 (such as the
overclocked HIS, above), the gap
is even starker – the HIS’s memory
bandwidth is 70.4Gbps, a good
12.8Gbps up on the 4830.
The 4830, then, is likely to fall
some way behind the 4850 in speed
testing. In practice, it ﬁnished our
battery of games tests (Crysis,
Fear, World In Conﬂict, Quake Wars)

around 16 to 19 percent down on the
HIS 4850. But this is still a credible
performance given the £40 price
difference. It also places it a long
way ahead of the 4670.

Verdict
The HIS HD 4850 IceQ 4 TurboX is
slightly faster than the Toxic Edition
of the Sapphire, which isn’t easy to
get hold of in any case. Since it’s
also the best card available for the
money, that makes this a pretty
impressive product. J Robin Morris
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Sapphire ATI Radeon HD 4830 512MB
£110 inc VAT
Contact
n

sapphiretech.com

Read more
n

tinyurl.com/5gntrr

Specification

ATI Radeon HD 4830;
512MB GDDR3 RAM;
575MHz core clock;
900MHz memory clock
(1.8GHz DDR effective);
400MHz Ramdac;
256bit memory interface;
640 stream processors;
PCI-E interface;
TV-out; DirectX 10.1;
DVI (HDMI adaptor);
two-year warranty

Features:
Value:

W

hen it comes to choosing
a graphics card, the issue
of value is debatable. While some
may baulk at the idea of paying
£100, others will ﬁnd that spending
anything less than £200 or £300
leaves them feeling underwhelmed.
So where does Sapphire’s £110 ATI
Radeon 4830 ﬁt in?
The 4830 slots neatly into the
area that lies between the ATI 4670
or 3850 at £70, and the £140-£150
Radeon HD 4850 cards. The latter
offer a good comparison point, since
the 4830 has much in common with
the 4850. In essence, they’re the
same product. Both are based
on the RV770 core, and they both
have a 256bit memory bus.
The differences, predictably, are
ones of scale – the 4830 simply has
slightly less overall performance
than the 4850. The 4830’s 640
stream processors are slightly
outnumbered by the 4850’s 800.
The core clock speed has fallen
from 625MHz in the standard 4850
to just 575MHz. The memory clock

See page 160 for our graphics card charts
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Verdict
If you can afford to go for the HIS
4850, you’ll get plenty of extra
performance for the additional cash.
However, the 4830 is certainly a
very decent card for the money.
Should £110 be a more realistic price
point, we can heartily recommend
this as a means of securing
creditable framerates in return for
a modest outlay. J Robin Morris
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